Please be aware the following points to use the BC2 I/O Cable for BLG-BC2

1. The cable needs a certain slack to reduce tension to the cable.
   - The cable has a loop near its jack plug to reduce tension to the cable.

   Please install it as a hanger will be this side.

   Loop for reduction in tension to the cable (factory-formed)

   The mounting direction of the cable maintenance metal fittings.
   Please don’t put it conversely.

   To the code direction.
   To the driver direction.

   BC2 I/O Cable
   - should be seated all the way in the driver.

   Driver cord

   Banding band
   - tighten up the BC2 I/O Cable properly.

   Banding band
   - tighten up this part the BC2 I/O Cable loosely.

   Special Cable hook
   - Fix with Driver Cable and Crimp the BC2 I/O Cable.

2. Fix and tighten up the BC2 I/O Cable sectionally with the attached Banding band along the Driver Cord.
3. Read all the instruction manuals enclosed with the products and use them properly.